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261 escape room enthusiasts, coming from 23 countries, completed this
survey between late October and early November 2020. On average,
these enthusiasts were highly experienced (average of 112 rooms, range
1 to 911). Since the COVID-19 pandemic, they had only played a few brick
and mortar rooms (average 5, range 0 to 60).

261

location of participants

gender

enthusiasts

United Kingdom

canada

9.6%

8.8%

Europe

55%

14.9%

44%

female

male

USA
Australasia

62.5%

4.2%

1% other
16-20

100%

21-25
26-30

80%

role

60%

31-35
36-40
41-45

Multiple answers allowed

40%

46-50
51-55

20%

age

56-60
0%

enthusiast designer

game host

owner

set/prop
builder

blogger consultant
reviewer
podcaster

61-65
66-70
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

The results of this survey were compiled by Lee-Fay Low. Not all results are displayed in this summary. You can ﬁnd detailed results and this
document itself at http://thecodex.ca. To see an interactive dashboard of this survey, visit EscapeRumors.com.
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Escape rooms played
escape rooms local
to you

Mean
std. deviation
minimum
maximum

(avg)
(spread)
(lowest)
(highest)

17
25
1
200

Brick & Mortar escape Brick & Mortar escape online or non-hosted
rooms played in
rooms played since
escape rooms played
lifetime
covid-19

113
162
1
911

5
9
0
60

15
35
0
270

Enthusiasts who had played more lifetime brick and mortar rooms had also played more brick and
mortar rooms since COVID (Pearson's correlation = .201, p < 0.001).
Enthusiasts who had played more lifetime brick and mortar rooms also played more online games (Pearson's correlation = 0.480, p < 0.001).

7%

42%

32%
28%

12%

41%
14%

18%

6%

Number of local rooms
available compared to last year

FEELNGS ABOUT PLAYING BRICK
AND MORTAR ROOMS NOW
Multiple answers allowed

About the same

More games

Fewer games

unsure

confident of covid-19
safety measures
not concerned
about covid measures

Not playing
health risk
Not playing
Not open locally
Not playing
can't afford
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Which Escape Room related games have you played?
Online alternate reality game (ARG)
Escape game box or board game
Online puzzle hunt
Online interactive theatre
Print and play or escape book
Online non-hosted escape game
Online hosted escape game
0%
Tried pre-COVID

20%

40%

Tried since COVID

60%

Would like to try

80%

100%

No intention of trying

Enthusiasts have been trying online and play at home oﬀerings since the pandemic. Online
hosted escape rooms had been tried by over half of enthusiasts since the pandemic, with
another quarter interested in trying them. 42% had tried online non-hosted escape games, 27%
had tried print and play at home or escape books, 20% had tried online interactive theatre and
19% had tried an online puzzle hunt since the pandemic.

Can't afford

If you haven’t played
an online escape
room, why not?

37%

39%

didn't know were available
not interested

5% 7%

12%

15%

Would you continue
to play online rooms
after pandemic?

haven’t gotten a team

4%

No

37%

15%

haven't gotten around to it

Yes - preferred over brick and mortar
Yes - only if cheap enough
Yes - more rooms are great!

29%

Yes - only for locations
hard to travel to

Others said they would continue to play exceptional online games, or games which
were designed for online play, or to play with friends who lived far away from them.
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3%

1/2 of the cost*

9%
For a good 60 minute
hosted online escape room,
what would you pay?

3/4 of the cost*

13%

about the same cost*

43%

more than the cost*
Free

30%

* of local brick & mortar
escape room

benefits of online or play at home escape rooms

Multiple answers allowed

Access to experiences outside my local area
COVID-19 safety
Can play with friends in other areas
Novelty or variety of experiences
Lower cost than brick and mortar rooms
0%

10%

20%

30%

How do you find out about new online or play at home experiences?

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

60%

70%

80%

Multiple answers allowed

Social Media (facebook groups, twitter, instagram)
Escape Room Blogs or directories
Word of Mouth (friends, other enthusiasts)
Internet search
Marketing from the escape room company
Generic business listing site (e.g. Yelp or Trip Advisor)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

How important are the following when choosing an online or play at home escape room?
Online inventory system
Includes video from physical space
Website or box look
Online Reviews from thePublic
Price
Availability in my time zone
Online reviews from bloggers
Theme
Personal recommendations

1
Least important

2

3

4

5
Most important
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enthusiast thoughts & comments

Some enthusiasts (n = 17) told us they
were looking forward to playing avatar,
virtual reality, printable and box games
over the next six months.

“Doing Christmas rooms throughout
the world”

“Getting back to in person will be nice.
Until then the box and printable
games will hold us over.”

“A lot easier to cope with Covid
lockdown because we have had so
much fun playing online games.”

Some enthusiasts (n = 17) explained that
they didn’t like online rooms because
they didn’t enjoy the ones they had tried,
they didn’t like interacting via videoconference and online games were not as
satisfying as brick and mortar rooms.

“I am not interested in any sort of
online activities. So sick and tired of so
much enhanced online life.”

“Avatar-driven escape rooms are like a
split-cell game where your team is in
the cell that does all the solves, but
the other cell (the avatar) has all the
locks and gets all the joy of unlocking,
manipulating, touching, the rush of
discovery we love so much about
escape rooms.”

Some enthusiasts (n = 17) said they were
looking forward to playing brick and mortar
games, with seven particularly mentioning
travel to play games.

“Playing a physical room or two (or thirty)
after a long drought.”

“Travelling to The Netherlands to do some
of the best reviewed rooms in the world.”

In contrast other enthusiasts (n = 29)
discussed the innovation that they’ve
enjoyed or want to see more of in online
games, particularly games speciﬁcally made
for online medium, play at home box or
printable games, and memorable
hosts/characters who enhance the
experience. They also appreciated being able
to play games from around the world, and
with players in diﬀerent locations.

Lee-Fay Low is a
Professor at the
University of Sydney and
an avid enthusiast of
escape rooms. Known in
her faculty as ‘Prof Fun’,
Lee-Fay led the biggest
study of humour therapy
worldwide.
She compiled all the
results and provided
commentaries and
insights written here.

“I love the proliferation of print and play
experiences, as they are perfect for quiet
nights after we put our infant to sleep”
“I look forward to seeing more experiences
built from the ground up as Live Avatar
rooms. These tend to have the coolest
features and most unique experiences.”

“We’ve seen some really creative things
online and I love getting to play with
friends I don’t see regularly”

“The games I have played in my area are
nothing like I have played around the world”

Errol Elumir creates
puzzles and wrote 13
Rules for Escape Room
Puzzle Design, runs the
Cryptex Hunt, co-hosts an
escape room podcast, is
on the board for the
TERPECAs, and writes
escape room articles on a
website no one reads.
More information about
this survey, as well as raw
data, can be found on the
aforementioned website:
http://thecodex.ca

Randy Hum started www.EscapeRumors.com in 2017 to share his passion with others and to help grow the
escape room community. He has played over 300 escape rooms with the goal of connecting to fellow enthusiasts and introducing people to this new genre of entertainment. Outside of escape rooms, Randy is a Business
Strategist by day and on the tennis court or on the road for a run at night!
Explore his vizualisation of this survey on EscaperRumors.com.

